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i NUCLE AR REGUL ATORY COMMISSION
; W ASWNGTON O C,20555

*..../5 January 29, 1992%'

Docket Nos. 50-348
50-364

Mr. W. G. Hairston, III
Senior Vice President
Southern Nuclear Operating

Company, Inc.
Post Office Box 1295
Birmingham, Alabama 35201-1295

Dear Mr. Hairston:

SUBJECT: STEAM GENERATOR TUBE SUPPORT PLATE ALTERNATE PLUGGING
CRITERIA FOR JOSEPH M. FARLEY NUCLEAR PLANT. UNITS 1
AND 2 (TAC NOS. M79818 AND M79819)

By letter dated February 26, 1991, Alabama Power Company (APCO)
submitted proposed amendments to the Joseph M. Farley Nuclear
plant, Units 1 and 2 (Farley) Technical Specifications concerning
steam generator tube support plate alternate plugging criteria
(APC). You requested approval of the amendments by April 25,
1991. In a letter dated March 21, 1991, we responced to your
request indicating that due to the technical issues involved and
the generic implications of approval, the earliest approval date
was estimated to be January 31, 1992.

On August 8, 1991, we sent you a letter requesting additional
information (RAI) concerning the requested amendments. By letter
dated November 13, 1991, you submitted a revision to the
requested amendments and requested approval _of the revised
amendments by March 1, 1992.

The staff is reviewing the revised amendment request dated
November 13, 1991. Based on this review, a need for additional
information has been identified (Enclosure 1) that may require
another revision of your application. Responses to the enclosed
questions are required in ;rder that the staff can continue its
review.

Because of the status of this review, as well as the complexity
of the technical issues involved and the generic implications of
approval, we conclude that we will be unable to complete our
review and issue the amendments by your requested date. However,
with timely responses to Enclosure 1, we anticipate completion of
our review and issuance of the amendments in time to support your
naxt Unit 1 outage scheduled to begin in September 1992.

Should you wish, we are willing to discuss a more timely review

})po kof interim plugging criteria which are more conservative than
T
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your current proposal but less so than your current technical
specifications. Use of interim criteria was discussed with your
staff, John Garlington, on January 24, 1992.

Sincerely,

Original signed by

Steven A. Varga, Director
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure: i

Questions and Comments

cc: See next page
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'Mr. W; G.-llairston, !!!
Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc. Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant

CC:-'

Mr.'R'. P. Mcdonald Claude Earl Fox, M.D.
President State Health Officer
Southern Nuclear State Department of Public Health

Operating Company, Inc. State Office Building
.

P. O. Box 1295 Montgomery. - Alabama 36130
Birmingham, Alabama . 35201-1295

Chairman
Mr._J..D. Woodard Houston County Commission

!Vice-President - Dothan,- Alabama 36301 j:_Farley Project
iSouthern-Nuclear Operating Regional Administrator, Region 11

Company, Inc. U.S.- Nuclear Regulatory Commission
P 0.- Box 1295 101 Marietta Street, Suite 2900
Birmingham, Alab ea 35201 '95 Atlanta, Georgia 30323:

;

Mr. L. B. Long, . Pesident Inspector
Vice President-Technical Services .U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Consnission
Southern Nuclear Operating P. O. Box 24 - Route 2

,

Company, -Inc. Columbia, Alabama 36319
.P. O.: Box 1295 .

Birmingham, Alabama _ 35201-1295
[

Mr. D. N. Morey
General hanager - Farley Nuclear- Plant
Southern Nuclear Operating

Company,-Inc.-
P. O.-Box 470 <

Ashford.-Alabama 36312

Mr. B. L. Moore-
Manager, Licensing

_ ,

Southern Nuclear Operating:
' Company, Inc. -

P. O. Box-1295.-
._ Bintf ngham,; Alabama : 35201-1295-

.

| Mr. .J.- W.- McGowan
L Manager, Safety Audit . -

i and Engineering Review
Southerir Nuclear Operating Company. .Inc.
P.-O. Box'1295

'

-

y .BirminghampAlabama 35201-1295
4

James..H.! Miller, III, Esq.
Balch and Bingham,
P. O. Box 306

-1710 Sixth Avenue North.
'

..

: Birmingham; Alabama 35201
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OUESTIONS AND COMMENTS

on

J. M. Farley Units 1 and 2
SG Tube Plugging Crtteria for

ODSCO at Tube Support Plates

WCAP-12871
Revision 1

SG 9110 004

and

Additional information Supportir.g
SG Tube Supped Plate Plugging Criteria

for J. M. Farley Units 1 and 2

WCAP-13103
SG 9110 040
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Introduction

|- Further review and evaluation of Alabama Power Company's proposed attemate
' plugging criteria (APC) for the TSP region of Farley 1 and 2 steam generators was

performed. The documents cited above were the main itcms reviewed, in addition, a
,

meeting to discuss these documentr, ses held in BethesdJ. Maryland on November 20
| with personnel from Westinghouse, Alabama Power Company, Pacific Northwest

Laboratory, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and the NRC.

Many of the questions and comments raised in an eartier Request for Additional
Information were answerred in one or both of the above documents. The APC has
been significantly revised from the initial proposal. Under the revised APC, tubes with
bobbin oo11 Indications exceeding 4.0 volts due to ODSCC at TSPs will be plugged or

| repaired. All other portions of the tube would be govemed by the 40% plugging
; criterion, in addition, tubes with RPC indications not attributable to ODSCC and all

circumferential indications will also be evaluated for plugging or repair using the 40%
criterion. Inspection requirements for implementation of the APC involve a 100%
bobbin coil inspection of all hot leg TSP intersections and all cold leg intersections-
down to the lowest cold leg TSP with ODSCC Irdications. Further, all tubes with
bobbin coliindications greater than 1.5 volts will be inspected using RPC probes. The
RPC results will be evaluated to determine if ODSCC is the main cau=e of the signal.
Indications confirmed to be ODSCO will be reinspected at altemate refueling outages-
for reconfirmation as ODSCC. The last major feature of the APC Involves a decrease
in the operating leakage limit. Plant shutdown will be implemented if normal operating

L leakage exceeds 150 gpd per steam generator.

Based on our review of the above documents and the November 20 meeting the

L following represents a compilation of our remaining questions, concems and
recommendations.

Questions. Concems. and Recommendations
L

1) Trojan Data

L Considering the significant quantity of pulled tube information recent'y generated from
the Trojan Nuclear Plant we belleve that WCAP-12871, Rev.1 should be revised to
incorporate these data. In other words, do the most recent results from Trojan
supplement and support the APC for Farley?

2) IGA

Additional data was furnished on the problem of IGA at St. Lucie and Trojan. The IGA
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at these two plants was detected with the differential bobbin probe. The signals were
above the lovel that would require plugging and the RPC Inspection. The IGA present
at Farley was dscussed in more detall. It was stated that the IGA wac only a few

-

grr a wide. Data from both an actJve tube and a plugged tube were presented. The
plugged tube had about twice the IGA thickness as the active tube. Our main concern
is that IGA may be present in Farley 1. Only one tube has been pulled, and this does
not establish that IGA will not be present in the generators of this unit. Dan Dobbed of
Laboroloc stated that volumetric IGA in a confined region, with a dopth of over 60%.
may not be dotectable with eddy currents. Of four tubes that were pulled (three active,
one plugged in 1990) from Doel 4 in 1991, all TSPs had volumetric IGA, with some
additional axlal IGSCC. The total depth was up to 100% and all contained within the
TSP boundaries,

it is recommended that additional tubes from Farley 1 be pulled. Those tubos would
show if any IGA or circumferential cracking is prosent in this unit. Burst tests would
also show if these defects obey the ourst pressuro - bobbin coil voltage correlation.
Tubes selected for pulling should be those which includo a '' property variation"
(mentioned as a precursor to circumferential cracking by Dan Malinowski).

3) Denting

A dent will distort the oddy current signal. Whlle it can be demonstrated that some
defect signals will be visiole even when a large dent signalis present, this does not
mean that they will always be visible. If the dent signals are on the edge of the TSP
and the defect is in the center of the support, then they can be well separated.
However, this may not always occur. A distorted dent signal will give some indication
that a d9fect is present, but other signals in this region such as deposits, TSP
distonions, and property changes of the Inconel tube, can also confuse the signals, it
was stated that in field applications, small to moderate Indications typically cannot be
separated from dont signals, and that detection of cracks at dented intersoctions is
unreliable when the degradation ampIltude is smaller than the dent amplitudo, in
addition, the stress fields that dents create can lead to initiation of circumferential SCC
such as was observed at Nonh Anna.

Given these considerr sns we believe it is prudent to place a limit on the amount of
denting allowed before requiring an RPC inspection. The amount of denting that could
cause a 1.5 volt signal to be lost,or misread should be estimated. For TSPs with
denting voltages exceeding an allowable threshold an RPC inspection should be
required, or the APC would not apply.

2
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4) Human factors

The example defect plots shown by Westinghouse woro easy to road and thko was
not much question or' where to place the dots on the dofoct scans in order to measure
vettogo. However. thoto w!Il be many casos whore this will not bo noarly as clear as
nelse, denting, probe wobblo, and depos!ts becomo more of a problem. It was stated
that uncertaintles associated with flaid crov1ce condit' ens and humari factors are more

i significant at the low amplitudos near the datoction thresholds than ut the proposed
plugging voltage. Ostonsibly th!S is because of higher signal to noise ratios for
voltages noar the APC.

Wa bslleva that the analysis guidelinos glvon in Appendix A should bo more detallod
in order to provide the data analyst with more mmprehensivo guidanco on appropriato
procedyros to apply for dealing with distorted signals.

Further, what Information is available on the vallation in measured bobbin coil
voflages for sovoral analysts evaluating the same data?

5) Crack Growth Outs!do tno ~ P

The primary n d for detection of cracking outside the TSP is inspection with a.

bobbin coil pro. At least two ins +ances of cracking outside the TSP were noted in
the report. It is . egnized that CDSCC is largely driven by conditions within the TSP
crevice, but it is clearly not impossibio for cracking to occur outside the TSP. Given the
uncertalntles in the bobbin coil technique what is the detection and sizJng accuracy of

| the method rjescribed in Appendix A for cracks extending beyond the TSP?

i
| G) Probabilky of Tube Burst Under SLB
|
| Table 12.3 presds ar> estimato of the probability of tubo burst ur> dot SLB condrtions

for a single tube or degradoo TSP Intersection. Table 12.3 addresvr, tube burst
probabilities at ' maximum * uncertainty valuas for NDE and crack growth. Tube burst
may be more likely at lower (but more probable) values of these uncertainties. *lho

,.

probability for tube burst under SLB should be treated in a manner 31m!!ar to the SLB
leakage medel. A distribution of voltage Indications (which will tend to shift to higher.

voltages with time) should be combined using Monte Carlo techniques with the
voltage growth rate distribution, the eddy current uncertalnties distribution and the
burst pressure versus voltage correlation to obtain a pro]ected cumulative EOC SLB
probability of tube burst. Therefore,it should be demonstrated that the cumulative
probability of tube burst for the entire steam generator under SLB is at or below the
level given in NUREG 0844.
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7) Bobbin Coh Vottage Leak Rate Constration i

A continuing concem is that the bobbin voltage foak rato cortolation data base is very i

small. Almost all of the data was obtalnad from model bollor spodmons and the data
Ostod on page 9.0 suggests that these spedmons may leak more than comparable
pulled tube specimens. Of the two pulled tube spedmans with voltages around 10
vetts one did not laak at all, and the other laaked at a rate of only 0.11 Iph. In contrast,
the four model bollor spedmons with voltages near 10 volts exhibited leak rates of
0.14,2.4,3.9, and 5.12 lph. In addition the one pulled tube sample with a voltage of
7.5 volts did not leak, but the model boller specimens with voltages ranging from 0.5 to
8.4 volts leaked at rates ranging from 2.09 to 82.5 Iph. These data underscore the
variability in observed leak rates from SCO flaws due to the presence of small
ligaments,inegular fracture faces, residual stresses, and corrosion product bulldup
within the crack. Thus, predictions of leakago based on the small data base may be
significantly in enor, and, as noted in the report, the lowering of operational leak limits
may not ensure LBB.

8) Calibration and Probe Centering Uncsalnty

Calibration correction factors and probo contering uncertainty are minimized by
utilizing a four through wall hole ASME standard. What offect does allowable
variations in the fabrication of the four hole standards have on the magnitudo of theso
uncertainties (1,0., at the minimum and maximum tolerances)?

9) Eddy Current Reliability

it was noted that a given voltage amplitudo does not define a unique crack geometry.
For a particular voltago a range of crack morphologies may occur involving different
crack densttles, lengths, depths. and ligaments between crecks. This range of crack
geometries gives rise to the spread in the voltage - burst, the voltage leak, and the
voltage -growth correlat!ons, in the case of the voltage burst and voltage leak
correlations this spread is compensated for by selecting the 95% lower confidence
band of the test data. Since the bobb|n coil voltage does not Olve a specific crack
morphology or siza($) it la not possible to evaluate crack (s) severity using fracture
mechanics techniques. Thus, considerable rellance is placed on the various
correlations compensating for a large number of uncertaintles. A fundamentalIssue is
the reliabl!!ty of the bobbin coilinspection to detect and size (in terms of volts)
"significant" flaws - namely those which lead to a high probability of tube fa!!ure under
SLB. Therefore, what is the probability of detection of *significant" flaws?
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10) Additional RPC Inspections

Due to the uncertalntles in the bobbin 0011 Inspection, it is recommended that a
samp!!ng Inspection of about 100 tubes bo performed with the RPC. This would ;
improve the chances of showing any significant crack extension beyond the TSP or '

the existence of circumferentla! cracJdng. In addition,it may detect volumetric |GA that
may produco signals under 1.5 volts.

11) AdditionalTube Pults

A general concern is the paucity of relevant pulled tube data available for the voltage -
burst cad voltage leak oorrelations. This concern is especially soute for the voltage -
leak correlation as noted in (7). Consequently, what are the licensee's plans to
perform future tube pulls at both Units 1 and 2 to strengthen the data bases and
validata the various correlations?

.
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